Protecting the EU’s Submarine Cable Infrastructure
Germany’s Opportunity to Transform Vulnerability into Mutual Resilience

Submarine cables handle over 95 percent of the world's internet traffic, making them essential for everything from finance to foreign affairs. The September 2022 attack on the Nord Stream pipelines and increased Russian naval activity brought greater awareness of how European – and German – interconnectedness also brings vulnerability. The urgency of tackling this threat offers Germany an opportunity to take a structural and joined-up approach that shows it can act as a “team power.”

- Germany is not home to major submarine cable connections so it must rely on the cable connectivity provided by other EU member states to transfer data to other continents. Thus, it is significantly dependent on them.

- Overt attacks on Europe’s cable connections remain improbable during peace time. However, the actors that may have an interest in – and the capacity for – disrupting them can disguise their attacks as accidents.

- To deal with the downsides of interdependence efficiently, the EU and its member states should bolster both mutual resilience and deterrence. This requires focusing on structural measures.

- Germany should push for closer EU cooperation with the new NATO initiative on submarine infrastructure, work with partners to strengthen Europe’s cable network, and propose to both increase and centralize EU repair and maintenance capabilities.
The deliberate attack on the Nord Stream 1 and 2 pipelines in September 2022 brought the topic of submarine infrastructure to Europeans' attention and highlighted how vulnerable to man-made threats the EU and its member states have become. This also includes countries like Germany, which have no major underwater cables of their own but are dependent on the interconnections with other EU states that host such infrastructure. Germany now has an opportunity to demonstrate a new "team power" approach by helping to address the concerns and direct vulnerabilities of others.

In doing so, Germany can help itself while bolstering mutual resilience through both better teamwork within the EU and enhanced, practical cooperation with NATO. This would also help Germany to develop its foreign policy role, showing that it takes the concerns of others seriously and, in practical ways, is willing to lead by example while serving collective interests.

TIES THAT BIND: EU SUBMARINE CONNECTIVITY

Maritime cables handle more than 95 percent of global internet traffic. They are the essential, yet often overlooked, scaffolding of our interconnected digital world. Although we believe ourselves to be increasingly wireless, signals from our cable-free devices are in fact carried only as far as the nearest cell tower. From there, terrestrial cables and eventually submarine cables transfer our data over thousands of kilometers. Satellites, due to their comparatively high costs, are a partial alternative at best, suitable only for the most remote locations. The lower costs and much higher capacities of undersea cables leave us firmly bound to them. In addition to powering our economy by facilitating over ten trillion euros of financial transactions daily, they enable our military command-and-control structures, drones, and other integrated and digital weapon systems vital for Europe's defense.

About 250 active cables ensure the EU's connectivity to the global internet. One third of these are land-based cables that connect EU member states to non-member states in Europe. Although they go through states like Russia, hostile acts on them would amount to self-sabotage. The remaining two thirds are submarine cables, which are not only more vulnerable but also more unevenly distributed. Three littoral member states – Germany, Croatia, and Poland – have no major undersea cables of their own, making them significantly dependent on those of fellow EU member states and allies. Island EU member states such as Malta and states with noncontiguous connections such as Finland rely on only 39 cables to ensure their connectivity.

The EU's external submarine connectivity to the rest of the world varies considerably in its strength and quantity depending on the destination. The strongest connection in terms of cumulative transmission capacity can be found between the EU and North America. Even after Brexit, that connection includes more than ten transatlantic links. It can be assumed, however, that official numbers do not include classified (transatlantic) links built by intelligence agencies that are not plotted on public maps.

Other strong connections can be found between the EU and the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region with a total of twenty-seven fiber optic connections in place. Ten submarine cable systems connect the EU with Eastern and Southern Asia, almost all of which run through the Suez Canal into the Red Sea. Connections to other regions such as South America remain scarce as traffic is mostly routed via North America.

THREATS TO SUBMARINE INFRASTRUCTURE

Connections that bring opportunities and benefits also entail exposure to risks and threats. While undersea cables prove this in spades, severe and overt attacks remain improbable during peace time. And while the actors that might have an interest in – and the capacity for – disrupting Europe's cables are relatively clear, the real problem comes from their ability to disguise their actions. Below, I assess three primary potential threats: man-made destruction, systemic disruption, and the targeting of supporting infrastructure.

From Accidents to Deliberate Attacks

Thus far, there have been no officially verified incidents of deliberate damage inflicted by any state or non-state actor on submarine cables. Given the prevalence of genuine accidents, however, it is eminently possible to disguise deliberate attacks as such. Nearly two thirds of all yearly cable disruptions are caused accidentally during commercial activities that include...
The cable locations are mapped for illustrative purposes. The exact location of each cable is slightly different and chosen via comprehensive marine surveys to avoid hazardous areas.
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They too can be destroyed by remotely triggered explosives and crewed or uncrewed submersible vehicles. Once located, however, they can be destroyed by remotely triggered explosives and crewed or uncrewed submersible vehicles. A recent report, which identified several alleged Russian spy ships disguised as fishing and research vessels in the Baltic Sea, added to such concerns, as they were suspected of gathering information on the exact location of submarine infrastructure.

Damaging a few outgoing cables from the EU’s mainland would not cause significant overall disruption as the traffic can be rerouted. But the EU’s island member states and other territories linked to it by undersea cables lack diversified infrastructure, which puts them at much greater risk. While individual cases of damage may be repaired within two weeks, it should be noted that private repair agreements can only provide threadbare capacity for addressing wider problems. Moreover, the availability of repair ships is sparse. Only three such ships are located in the EU (one in northern France and two in the Mediterranean); one more is based in the UK and an additional one on the Atlantic coast of the United States. Despite its unlikelihood, a simultaneous attack on cables, key landing stations, and repair capabilities would certainly wreak great destruction and could lead to a full-scale EU blackout.

Systemic Disruption

Attacks on IXPs and Data Centers are unlikely to cause mass outages as plenty of them exist in the EU (Germany alone houses 83 IXPs and 54 Data Centers). The greater threat comes down to Cable Landing Stations (CLS) connect submarine cables onshore and ensure that all cables exceed 150 kilometers in length are supplied with the electricity they require to function. Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) enable local internet providers—and thus their customers—to connect to international networks. Data Centers function as storage facilities for webpages and their contents.

Network Disruption

Finally, it is worth noting that submarine cable connections need a whole infrastructure of their own to function, creating vast new vulnerabilities. Much of this infrastructure is land-based and comparatively easy to access. Cable Landing Stations (CLS) connect submarine cables onshore and ensure that all cables exceed 150 kilometers in length are supplied with the electricity they require to function. Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) enable local internet providers—and thus their customers—to connect to international networks. Data Centers function as storage facilities for webpages and their contents.

publicly available but tends to appear in so-called spotting-communities. While a full EU blackout caused by such an attack remains unlikely, significant ruptures remain possible and would be difficult to fix in the short term.

**Awareness and Capabilities Are Still Uneven and Insufficient**

Denmark, France, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and the islands of Malta and Ireland are the EU’s most important member states when it comes to worldwide underwater cable connectivity. Yet it is only in Ireland, France, and Portugal that a significant level of political awareness and sufficient capabilities vis-à-vis maritime infrastructure can be found. The reason is clear: bitter experience. For instance, Ireland’s Defense Forces, prompted by Russian naval activity, issued a report in 2021 that called for enhancing submarine surveillance capabilities. In September 2022, the French Navy escorted a Russian submarine spotted off the coast of Brittany out of its contingency zone.

But it is not just experience that matters; public and political support do too. While Italy, Spain, and Malta have now acknowledged the issue in national security documents, there was little public debate on increasing protection prior to Russia’s war in Ukraine. Even since that war, public debates have surfaced only marginally. Lastly, Denmark appears as an outlier with relevant cable infrastructure but there is still an overall low level of public awareness and response in that country – despite recent Russian submarine activity off its coast.

This lack of awareness comes despite NATO’s 2017 warning of precisely such dangers. They were further stressed at the meeting of NATO ministers of defense in 2020 and – most recently – prompted the Alliance to launch a new center in Northwood, England that is dedicated specifically to submarine infrastructure in June 2023. Given that states such as Germany rely on the cables of others and that the protection of maritime infrastructure in territorial waters is in the hands of member states, the persistence of uneven awareness is a cause for concern.

On EU-level this insufficient political prioritization was rather matched than compensated. With Russia’s large-scale invasion of Ukraine in 2022 and the ramifications of (un)wanted critical infrastructure dependencies, this changed and prompted the European Parliament to commission a comprehensive risk analysis in June 2022. Heightened urgency, however, only came after the Nord Stream attacks of September 2022, spurring the European Council to issue a five-point plan to increase awareness in October.

This was followed by a Council directive in December 2022 to “strengthen the resilience of critical infrastructure,” including undersea cables. Yet no EU entity is leading on this issue or explicitly tasked with the protection of submarine cables.

In general, the maritime security of the EU involves three technical agencies beyond the armed forces of its member states: the European Fishery Control Agency (EFCA), the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA), and the European Border and Coast Guard Agency FRONTEX – with only the latter having meaningful law enforcement capabilities. The European Border Surveillance System (EUROSUR), which FRONTEX operates, integrates assets such as
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the recent reconsideration of resilience and deterrence regarding cables may have been prompted by the Nord Stream attacks and Russian activity around submarine infrastructure at a time of war, it points to a wider issue. To deal with the downsides of interdependence efficiently, the EU and its member states should proactively consider how to address their vulnerabilities by bolstering both mutual resilience and deterrence. In the absence of public outcry, this requires structural measures. Accordingly, the EU should focus on increasing protection to prevent malicious behavior and strengthen the resilience of the cable network through stricter regulation and enhanced response mechanisms.

Working closely with other European actors, Germany, should seize the momentum created by the Nord Stream attacks to address underlying shortcomings. It can show a “team power” approach in action by prioritizing the following steps:

**Deterring Attacks, Preventing “Accidents,” and Enforcing Protection:** EU institutions should seek and facilitate enhanced coordination with NATO – especially via the Alliance’s new dedicated center in Northwood – to better police EU waters, identify and interdict vessels engaged in hostile or suspicious activity around critical infrastructure, and enforce undersea cable protection zones. Building on its high-level representation to NATO on this issue, Germany should float the possibility of establishing an EU mission to undertake some of these tasks or of having an agency such as EMSA directed to do so by sharing resources with FRONTEX. Building on the Council’s recent steps, better coordination of national security strategies and identification of common vulnerabilities, including collective stress testing, should be mandated.

**Strengthening the Network:** As a state that is indirectly vulnerable, Germany should push for greater collective oversight of the ownership and operation of cables and related infrastructure with member states reporting to a common watchdog body. Particular effort should be made to avoid dependencies on systemic rivals – something Germany would also need to implement in practice, thus demonstrating another aspect of acting like a “team power.” Companies such as HMN Tech should be banned from owning or operating cable infrastructure in the EU. Encouraged and overseen by the European Commission, member states should keep such dependencies below an agreed threshold and eliminate them entirely as soon as possible and no later than 2030. Current and future Cable Landing Stations should be dispersed according to mutually agreed guidelines to make concerted attacks leading to greater damage more difficult.

**Centralizing and Increasing Repair and Maintenance Capabilities:** Instead of relying on ad hoc private sector repair capabilities, the EU should take over the responsibility for repairing cables in the event of damage. Germany could again show “team power” in action by agreeing to fund a repair ship despite having few connections of its own. The number of repair ships and stock of raw materials should be increased to a commonly agreed minimum level and stationed where critically relevant. Additional capacity should be funded by common mechanisms. In the short term, it should be concentrated on hub zones on the Baltic and Portuguese coasts that currently lack fast response coverage.
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